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Abstract

In fairness-aware data mining, discrimination discovery refers to determining if so-
cial discrimination against certain individuals or groups of individuals exists in labeled
data sets or in learned models. In this thesis, I focus on the problem of discovering con-
texts or niches of discrimination in data sets, i.e. revealing groups of features in a given
data set that, when considered together, have a greater degree of discriminatory influ-
ence in the data than when any one feature is examined individually. Our approach to
this problem involves using the CN2 and CN2-SD rule learning algorithms to identify
groups in the data that have significant predictive ability, and then using the Gradient
Feature Algorithm to quantify and examine each group’s discrimination potential. This
approach shows promising results for identifying contexts of discrimination.

1 Introduction

In the computer science community, there is a growing interest in solving issues of fair-
ness in data mining through the detection, removal, and prevention of discrimination in
classification models. Machine learning techniques are increasingly being used to make
determinations in areas such as credit scoring, loan approvals, and risk assessments.
According to civil rights law, such techniques cannot discriminate with respect to cer-
tain sensitive attributes such as race, sex, or religion. In terms of machine learning,
sensitive attributes should not be used directly in the training of classification models
for such determinations.

Fairness-aware data mining has recently emerged as a field in computer science be-
cause the task of ensuring fairness is not as trivial as removing the sensitive attributes
from data before training a model. There may exist correlations between certain sensi-
tive attributes and non-sensitive attributes in the data. Known as redlining, or indirect
discrimination, machine learning algorithms may pick up on discrimination patterns
hidden within non-sensitive attributes to produce discriminatory outcomes despite the
removal of the sensitive attributes.

Many of the proposed approaches for discrimination correction have been success-
ful in minimizing discrimination with respect to the sensitive attributes to which pro-
tected groups belong, while producing a reasonably small accuracy trade-off. However,
many of these approaches operate on the assumption that the protected group who
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is discriminated against is known and given. A problem arises when the group being
discriminated against is not obvious or known, and, consequently, is not accounted for
in the discrimination correction process. That is, although an algorithm may seem
to produce fair outcomes because discrimination with respect to individual protected
attributes is minimized, there may be a subgroup composed of a combination of two
or more protected attributes for whom discrimination still exists.

An illustration of this problem is the DeGraffenreid v General Motors case [5].
General Motors put out a policy that led to the termination of a disproportionately
large amount of female African American employees. When these women tried to fight
against their adverse treatment by General Motors in court, they realized they could
not appeal to sex discrimination because there were many white women employed at
General Motors, nor could they appeal to race discrimination because African American
men were shown to be hired and promoted within the company. Thus, in order to win
the case, the courts would have had to recognize female African Americans as a new
marginalized group whose discrimination was intersectional between sex and race [12].
This case highlights a type of discrimination that may not be based on any single
characteristic, but instead only on a combination of them. More formally, this idea is
captured in the theory of intersectionality which holds that systems of discrimination
against marginalized identities within categories such as gender, race, class, ability,
sexual orientation, religion, age, and others may be connected and discrimination may
occur at the “intersection” of multiple of these interacting identities [4].

In this thesis, I will focus on the discovery of discrimination in a dataset. My
goal is to discover contexts or niches of discrimination through the examination of
rulesets. My method tackles the problem of intersectionality in a way that produces
interpretable results in the form of classification rules. Because an important aspect
of creating fairness-aware methods for discrimination detection is transparency, I place
an emphasis on producing explainable results.

This thesis is organized as follows. In Section 2, I review related work on the
topic of discrimination discovery. In Section 3, I introduce the tools that I will use
for my method of discrimination discovery. I begin by reviewing theCN2 and CN2-SD
algorithms and go on to present the Gradient Feature Auditing algorithm. In Section
4, I present my plan for discrimination discocvery and discuss how each tool in the
previous section will be used to achieve my goal. In Section 5, I explain my experiments,
data, methodology, and results. Finally in Section 6, I lay out a discussion of my work
and my ideas for future work.

2 Related Work

In the past few years, several researchers have developed techniques that address the
problem of fairness in data mining and machine learning, particularly in areas such
as discrimination detection, prevention, and correction. In the rest of this section, I
present two methods that focus on the discovery of discrimination in labeled datasets.

2.1 Extended Lift and α-Protection

Pedreschi et al. [14, 15] use association rule mining to detect discrimination by in-
troducing the notions of discriminatory itemsets and rules. Given a dataset D with
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attributes a1, ..., an and a fixed class attribute c, an a-item is an expression a = v
where v ∈ domain(a), and an itemset X is a subset of the set of all of a-items. A
classification rule is of the form X → Y , where X is an itemset that does not contain
a class item and Y is a class item. According to Pedreschi et al., a classification rule
from a dataset that determines who has good or bad credit may be the following rule:

a. city = NYC

→ credit = bad

This rule reads as “if a person is from the city of New York, then they have bad credit,”
where city = NYC is an itemset and credit = bad is a class item. The support of an
itemset is denoted supp(X) = |{T ∈ D|X ⊆ T}|/|D| where T is a transaction, i.e. a
set of items in the data, and | · | is the cardinality operator, and the support of a rule
is supp(X → Y ) = supp(X ∪Y ). The support of a rule is denoted as supp(X,Y ). The
confidence of a rule X → Y , defined when supp(X) > 0, is:

conf(X → Y ) = supp(X,Y )/supp(X).

An itemset X is potentially discriminatory (PD) if it denotes a protected-by-law
group, otherwise it is potentially non-discriminatory (PND). Because discrimination
may be intersectional and occur in subgroups, a PD-itemset may be the conjunction
of many protected-by-law groups. PD classification rules have the form: A,B → C
where A is a PD itemset and B a PND itemset that denotes the context of discrimina-
tion. PND rules have the form: D,B → C where B and D are PND itemsets. Direct
discrimination is modeled as PD rules A,B → C, where C denies some benefit. For
instance, consider the following rules:

a. city = NYC

→ credit = bad

--conf : (0.25)

b. race = black, city = NYC

→ credit = bad

--conf : (0.75).

Rule (a) states that 25% of all rules labeled with bad credit correspond to people
from New York City. When the PD-itemset race = black is added to the premise
in rule (b), the confidence of that rule rises to 75%. This increase in confidence
attributed to the addition of the PD itemset, referred to as the extended lift, or elift
of the rule, is discriminatory, which will be defined more formally later. Indirect
discrimination is modeled as PND rules D,B → C, where C denies some benefit
and the apparently neutral condition D is related to some (unknown) PD itemset A.
To unveil groups subject to discrimination and contexts of discrimination, additional
information referred to as background knowledge is extracted from external sources such
as census data, household surveys, and administrative records. Background knowledge
takes the form of association rules D,B → A or A,B → D that relates a PND itemset
D to a PD-itemset A within the context of B. Take, for example, the following rule:

c. neighborhood = 10451, city = NYC

→ credit = bad

--conf : (0.95).

Rule (c) is PND because its premise contains no PD itemsets. However, with addi-
tional knowledge from census data, we can measure the correlation between the PND
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itemset neighborhood = 10451 and the PD itemset race = black. This background
knowledge takes the form of the rule:

d. neighborhood = 10451, city = NYC

→ race = black

--conf : (0.80).

Rule (d) states that ”80% of the rules whose premises correspond to people from the
neighborhood with zipcode 10451 in the city of New York are black.” Therefore, we can
say with 80% confidence that the premise of rule (c) corresponds to the PD-itemset
race = black, and thus discriminates indirectly against black people. The indirect
discrimination can be represented more directly by the PD rule:

e. neighborhood = 10451, city = NYC, race = black

→ credit = bad

To measure the discrimination of extracted PD and PND rules, the notions of
extended lift and α-protection are introduced. Given a PD rule c = A,B → C where
A is a PD itemset, B is a PND itemset, and conf(B → C) > 0, let γ = conf(A,B → C)
and δ = conf(B → C). The extended lift of the rule with respect to B is defined as:

elift(γ, δ) =
γ

δ
.

Pedreschi et al. define the rule c is α-protective if elift(γ, δ) < α and α-discriminatory
if elift(γ, δ) ≥ α. Extended lift measures the change in confidence that results from the
addition of A in the premise of the base rule B → C. The value elift = γ/δ represents
the increase in the probability of being granted or denied a benefit C by a factor of γ/δ
due to the addition of A. That is, the extended lift of c with respect to B measures
the degree of discrimination of A in the context of B. Recall rules (a) and (b). The
elift(conf(b), conf(a)) = .75/.25 = 3. For any α ≤ 3, rule (b) is α-discriminatory.

For a binary class, the notion of α-protection is strengthened. Consider the property
of the negation of the class itemset in a rule:

conf(A,B → ¬C)

conf(B → ¬C)
=

1− γ
1− δ

.

Strong alpha-protection is expressed as glift(γ, δ) < α where:

glift(γ, δ) =

{
γ/δ, if γ ≥ δ
(1− γ)/(1− δ), otherwise

The process of removing discrimination involves removing all α-discriminatory rules.

2.2 k-NN as Situation Testing

Luong et al. [11] develop a k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) implementation of situation
testing to discover discriminatory tuples in the dataset. Situation testing for discrim-
ination involves looking at pairs of testers, one tester from a protected-by-law group
(protected for short) and one from an unprotected group, with similar, legally admis-
sible characteristics. If significantly different decision outcomes between the testers
are observed, the bias can be attributed to a tester’s membership in the protected
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K1 : U(R) ∪ {r}
p1 = 0.2

K2 : P (R)
p2 = 0.8

dec(r) = ⊕ and diff (r) = 0.6

Figure 1: An illustration of discrimination against r (in red) by situation testing among
the k-nearest neighbors of r in U(R) and P (R)\{r}.

.

group. Testers are chosen from the k-nearest neighbors of a given tuple, and similarity
is measured using a distance function. Because situation testing looks for classification
results that may directly depend on the protected attribute, this method only detects
direct discrimination.

A dataset R with n attributes consists of tuples x ∈ R, where xa, a ∈ [1, n], is the
value of the ath attribute of x, and xi, i ∈ [1, |R|], is a tuple id. Given two tuples r and
s, a distance function d(r, s) = (

∑n
a=1 da(ra, sa))/n measures the dissimilarity between

r and s, where a value of 0 indicates total similarity and values greater than 0 indicate
increasing dissimilarity. For a given tuple r, every ri ∈ R is assigned a rank based on
its distance from r, defined as:

rankR(r, ri) = |{j|d(r, rj) ≤ d(r, ri) ∧ j ≤ i}|

The k-nearest neighbors set with respect to r is the set of the top k ranked tuples, and
is defined as:

ksetR(r, k) = {ri ∈ R|rankR(r, ri) ≤ k}

A tuple r is assigned a class value dec(r) ∈ {⊕,	}, where ⊕ denotes a positive decision
and 	 denotes a negative one, according the most frequent class value among its nearest
neighbors.

Tuples are placed into either of two sets: the protected set P (R) if it contains
a protected-by-law group, or the unprotected set U(R) if it does not. In terms of
situation testing, a member r of P (R) is discriminated against if there are significantly
different decision outcomes between its k-nearest neighbors in P (R) and its k-nearest
neighbors in U(R). In other words, if the only difference between testers is their
group membership, then a significant difference in the outcome of such testers can who
belong to a particular group is attributed to their group membership. If the outcome is
negative for the members of this group, then the decisions contain direct discrimination
against that group.

Let K1 and K2 be the sets of k-nearest neighbors of r in P (R)\{r} and U(R),
respectively, and let p1 and p2 be the proportions of tuples in K1 and K2, respectively,
with the same decision value as r. The difference p1 − p2, denoted as diff (r) = t,
measures the bias of the decision for r due to it’s membership to the protected group
by a percentage difference of t. If dec(r) = 	 and diff (r) = t > 0, the probability of
being assigned a negative decision is higher for similar members of the protected group,
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which this implies that the negative decision for r is biased by group membership.
Figure 1 illustrates an example of such discrimination. If dec(r) = ⊕ and diff (r) ≥ 0,
bias towards the positive decision for similar members of the protected group could be
the result of affirmative action. Given a threshold value t ∈ [0, 1], r is t-discriminated
and if dec(r) = 	 and protected(r) and diff (r) ≥ t. Discrimination discovery involves
extracting all of the t-discriminatory tuples.

3 Preliminaries

In this thesis, I research the problem of detecting contexts of discrimination, that is,
revealing features in the data that when examined individually seem to bear no discrim-
inatory influence on the outcome, but only when examined together as a group does
their discriminatory influence show. To accomplish this requires first that I produce
groups of features in the data that have a meaningful influence on the outcome, and,
second, that I quantify each subgroup’s respective influence and flag which subgroups
are discriminatory and which are not. In this section, I review the tools that will make
both tasks possible. I begin by discussing rule learning and subgroup discovery using
the CN2 [2, 3] and CN2-SD [10] algorithms, respectively, which will output a list of
rules that describe groups of features found to have interesting and significant influence
on predicting particular class labels. I follow by reviewing the blackbox model auditing
tool [1] that will give us a way to quantify each rule’s potential to discriminate by de-
termining the amount of influence each feature in the group contributes to predicting
the class.

3.1 CN2 Algorithm

The CN2 Algorithm [2, 3] is a rule induction algorithm that combines elements of the
AQ and ID3 algorithms to achieve accurate classification, produce simple rules that are
as short as possible, and allow for scalable rule generation. To make classifications for
a dataset of labeled training instances, the algorithm outputs a decision list, an ordered
list of induced rules in the form of “if Cond then Class”, where Cond is a conjunction
of features from the dataset and Class is the property of interest. To classify a new
example, each rule in the decision list is tried in order until one satisfies the condition
of the example, and the new example is assigned the class label of that rule. The last
rule in the decision list is the default rule whose class label is the most occurring class
in the training data.

The CN2 algorithm takes as input a dataset of labeled examples and consists of a
bottom-level search procedure that finds a single rule and a top-level covering procedure
that continues to invoke the bottom-level procedure to induce a ruleset. Finding a single
rule involves a general to specific search of potential complexes, or rule conditions. More
formally, a complex is a conjunction of selectors, which are basic tests on an attribute,
e.g. <Education = Masters> and <Gender = Female>. To find a rule, the bottom
level search algorithm begins with an empty complex ∅. At each iteration, complexes
become more specific through specialization, i.e. the addition of a new conjunction of
a single selector. Consider the selector <Gender = Male> from the toy dataset in Table
1. A single specialization of this rule will produce the tree illustrated in Figure 2.
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Algorithm 1: CN2 Algorithm Pseudocode

Let Rule List be an empty list

repeat
best cpx = findBestComplex(D)

if best cpx is not null then
Let E be the training examples covered by best cpx

Let C be the most common class of examples in E

Remove E from D

Add rule “if best cpx then C” to Rule List
end

until best cpx is null or D is empty

return Rule List

Procedure findBestComplex(D)
Let best cpx be null

Let Candidate Rules be empty

Let Selectors be the set of all possible selectors

repeat
Let New CR be the set {x ∧ y|x ∈ Candidate Rules, y ∈ Selectors}
Remove all complexes in New CR that are null or are in Candidate Rules

for ci ∈ New CR do
Evaluate ci using Lapace heuristic

if ci is statistically significant and better than best cpx then
best cpx = ci

end

end

while size of New CR > β do
Remove worse complex New CR

end

Let Candidate Rules = New CR
until Candidate Rules is empty

ID Gender Education Marital-Status Hired

1 Female Bachelors Single No
2 Male Bachelors Married Yes
3 Male Masters Married Yes
4 Female Masters Married Yes
5 Male Bachelors Single Yes
6 Female Masters Single No

Table 1: Toy dataset that contains individuals who were or were not hired to a company

Figure 2: Tree resulting from a single specialization of <Gender = Male> from Table 1
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All possible selectors are considered when specializing a complex, which quickly
builds into a very large search space. To limit the size of the search space of potential
complexes that are explored, the algorithm uses a search heuristic called beam search.
Given an integer β called the beam width, beam search uses best-first search to build a
search tree while constraining the number of nodes that are expanded at each level to
the first β best nodes. That is, at each level of the tree, the successors of the nodes in
that level are generated, evaluated, and sorted in decreasing order by their predictive
quality. Then only β of the best nodes with respect to their qualities are stored and
expanded at next level. In the CN2 algorithm, the predictive quality of each complex
is determined by the Laplace heuristic, which is defined as:

nc + 1

ntotal + k

where nc is the number of examples in class c covered by that complex, ntotal is the
total number of examples covered by that complex, and k is the number of classes in
the domain.

Throughout the search, the algorithm stores the complex best cpx that achieves the
highest Laplace value. At each iteration, the elements in the set of specialized com-
plexes are evaluated according to the Laplace heuristic, and any complex that passes
a test of significance and has a higher value than the current best complex, becomes
the new best complex. The β elements with the lowest values in the specialized set are
removed, so that only the elements that remain in the set will be considered for spe-
cialization in the next iteration. The search terminates when no further specializations
can be generated. Given a beam width β = 1, a single invocation of the bottom level
search procedure on Table 1 produces the following search tree:

Figure 3: Search tree produced from single invocation of the bottom level search procedure on
Table 1 with a beam width β = 1. Each box represents a complex and its rule quality [ϕ, ρ]
for the positive and negative class, respectively, as given by the Laplace hueristic.

In Figure 3, each complex is given a value [ϕ, ρ], where ϕ is its Laplace value for the
positive class, i.e. <Hired = Yes>, and ρ = 1− ϕ is its Laplace value for the negative
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class. At each level, the complexes are sorted in decreasing order by their values.
Because β = 1, only the complex with highest value at each level is expanded on. In
this invocation, the selector <Gender = Male> achieves the highest Laplace value of
any complex in the search tree with a value of 0.8, so best cpx = <Gender = Male>.

The complex best cpx is then returned to the top-level procedure, and the rule “if
best cpx then C” is added to the ruleset, where C is the most common class among the
examples covered by best cpx, and these examples are then removed from the dataset.
Following from the example situation illustrated in Figure 3, the rule ”if <Gender =

Male> then <Hired = Yes>” is generated and modified dataset and ruleset become the
following:

ID Gender Education Marital-

Status

Hired

1 Female Bachelors Single No

4 Female Masters Married Yes

6 Female Masters Single No

Ruleset

IF Condition THEN Class

<Gender = Male> → <Hired = Yes>

<True> → <Hired = Yes>

Figure 4: Modified dataset and ruleset resulting from a single iteration of the CN2
algorithm on Table 1

This process continues until either all examples in the dataset are covered or until
no more statistically significant rules are generated. Only a single additional iteration
of the algorithm on the dataset in Table 4 is required to produce a complete rule set
for the original dataset in Table 1. This iteration is illustrated in Figure 5.

Ruleset

IF Condition THEN Class

<Gender = Male> → <Hired = Yes>

<Marital Status = Single> → <Hired = No>

<True> → <Hired = Yes>

Figure 5: Search tree produced from the modified dataset and corresponding ruleset
resulting from a second and final iteration of the CN2 algorithm on Table 1

The way in which rule quality is defined and how the search space is explored
greatly affect the rules that are generated by the CN2 algorithm. Novac̆ et al. [10]
exploit this idea to modify the CN2 algorithm to fit the task of subgroup discovery.
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3.2 Subgroup Discovery

Subgroup discovery [10] is a task that lies at the intersection of predictive induction
(supervised learning) and descriptive induction (unsupervised learning). Given a pop-
ulation of individuals and some property of interest about them, the goal of subgroup
discovery is defined by Klösgen [7] and Wroble [16] as finding subgroups of the popula-
tion that are as large as possible and that have unusual distributional properties with
respect to the property of interest.

Subgroup discovery is a form of predictive induction in that it induces rules of form
Cond → Class from a dataset of labeled training instances. However, the goal of
subgroup discovery is to uncover patterns in the data. The aims of optimizing rule
accuracy and distinction are relaxed so that possibly overlapping subgroups with high
coverage and interesting distributions are discovered. Therefore, subgroup discovery is
also a form of descriptive induction, where the antecedent of an induced rule Cond is
the subgroup description.

Novac̆ et al. [10] implement the CN2-SD algorithm for subgroup discovery by mod-
ifying the CN2 rule induction algorithm [3], most notably by replacing the accuracy
based search heuristic with their weighted relative accuracy heuristic WRAcc.

3.2.1 CN2-SD Algorithm

As a classification algorithm, the CN2 algorithm was designed to produce rules that
were accurate and generalizable enough to predict future examples. However, the goal
of subgroup discovery leans less on producing accurate rules, and much more heavily
on producing descriptive rules. To adapt the CN2 algorithm to fit the task of subgroup
discovery, Lavrač et. al. developed the weighted relative accuracy heuristic in place of
the Laplace heuristic [10] as an evaluation measure that assigns higher value to rules
that have interesting distributions with respect to some class of interest. In addition to
the exchange of an accuracy-based search heuristic for the weighted relative accuracy
heuristic for the CN2-SD algorithm, the CN2 algorithm has been modified to adapt to
the task of subgroup discovery in the following ways:

1. example weights have been incorporated into the covering algorithm
2. example weights have been incorporated into the weighted relative accuracy

search heuristic
3. probabilistic classification based on the class distribution of covered example by

individual rules is introduced
These adaptations are described in further detail in the following sections.

Weighted Relative Accuracy In the CN2 covering algorithm, before any can-
didate rules are tested against the best complex found so far, they are first tested for
quality using the Lapace heuristic. This heuristic is used to produce rules with higher
rule accuracy and coverage. Weighted relative accuracy is a variant of rule accuracy
that trades off rule generality, i.e. p(Cond), and relative accuracy. In this context,
the relative accuracy value measures distributional “unusalness” and is defined as the
difference between rule precision, p(Class|Cond), and default accuracy, p(Class). For-
mally, weighted relative accuracy is defined as:

WRAcc(Class← Cond) = p(Cond) · (p(Class|Cond)− p(Class))
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Relative accuracy can be interpreted as the gain in accuracy relative to the fixed value
Class ← true. Only rules that improve upon this default accuracy are considered
interesting. Because rules with low generality obtain high relative accuracy, weighted
relative accuracy uses generality as a weight so that rule coverage and relative accuracy
are traded off.

Weighted Covering Algorithm The goal of the weighted covering algorithm is
to remove inappropriate biases introduced in the subgroup discovery process by the
classical covering algorithm, which, at every iteration, induces subsequent rules from a
biased example set, i.e. the remaining positive examples in the training set that have
not covered by previously induced rules. The weighted covering algorithm, instead of
removing covered positive examples, stores a count for each example that indicates
how many time that example has been covered so far by induced rules. These counts
are then used as weights in the computation of WRAcc.

The weights w of all positive examples ej are initialized to 1, i.e. w(ej , 0) = 1. The
weight of an example decreases every time it is covered by an induced rule. Therefore
examples that have not been covered by any rule will have a greater chance to be covered
in subsequent iterations of the algorithms, and examples with lower weights 0 < w < 1
will be less prioritized for rule coverage. The weighted covering algorithm works to
ensure that all induced rules represent sufficiently large and interesting subgroups of
the population

Weights decrease by either a multiplicative or additive weighing scheme. Let
w(ej , 0) be the weight of an example ej that is covered by i rules. In the multi-
plicative weighting scheme, for a given parameter 0 < γ < 1, weights decrease by:
w(ej , 0) = γi. When γ = 1, the same rule will be produced repeatedly, and when
γ = 0, the algorithm reduces to the classical CN2 algorithm. In the additive weigh-
ing scheme, weights decrease according to: w(ej , 0) = 1

i+1 . Weights of covered rules
become inversely proportional to their coverage.

WRAcc Heuristic with Example Weights The weighted relative accuracy
heuristic is modified to handle example weights so that different parts of the examples
space are considered in each iteration of the weighted covering algorithm. The modified
WRAcc function is defined as follows:

WRAcc(Class← Cond) =
n′(Cond)

N ′ · (n
′(Class.Cond)

n′(Cond)
− n′(Class)

N ′ )

where N ′ is the sum of the weights of all examples, n′(Cond) is the sum of the weights
of all of the covered examples, and n′(Class.Cond) is the sum of the weights of all of
the correctly covered examples. A rule with the maximum WRAcc value of those in
the search space are added to the ruleset if it is not already in it.

Probabilistic Classification The unordered CN2-SD algorithm learns classes one
by one, and the ordered algorithm finds the best rule conditions and assigns the class
value most common among them. In both algorithms, all applicable rules are taken
into account when classifying a new example. Probabilistic classification is used as a
voting mechanism to classify a new example in the case of a clash, where many rules
with different class predictions cover the example. The probabilities of each rule are
summed, and the most probable class is assigned to the new example.
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While the CN2-SD algorithm maybe helpful in learning a ruleset that contains
subgroups of the data for which intersectional discrimination exists, it has no way
of flagging such rules. I will now describe the tool that will help in quantifying the
discriminatory influence of each rule.

3.3 Auditing tool

Philip Adler et al. [1] present a technique of auditing blackbox models to both quantify
and remove the indirect influence of any feature with minimal disruption of the data
and without any prior knowledge about the model itself. Using the principle that
the influence of a feature can be captured by trying to predict it from the remaining
features, the task of eliminating the influence of that feature reduces to the task of
modifying the data just enough such that the ability to predict that feature from the
remaining data is removed. The resulting loss in accuracy after this obscuring of the
dataset can then be attributed to the information of the eliminated feature, thus both
quantifying its influence and eliminating it.

The process of obscuring data with respect to a feature is described as follows. Let
f : X → Y be a black-box classification function, where X ⊂ X(1) × X(2) × ... × X(d)

is d-dimensional feature space with ith coordinate drawn from the domain Xi and Y
is the domain of outcomes. Given a dataset (X,Y ) = {(Xi, yi)} ⊂ X × Y, 1 ≤ i ≤ n
where Xi = (xi1, xi2, ..., xid) and xij ∈ Xj for all i. A feature j can be removed and
have its influence on (X,Y ) obsured by deterministically and minimally perturbing
(X,Y ) such that the value of j can not be predicted by the remaining features. De-
noting the accuracy of predication as acc(X,Y, f) and the modified dataset as Xj , the
influence of j can then be quantified as the difference bwteen between acc(X,Y, f) and
acc(Xj , Y, f).

To test predictability, the balanced error rate is used as the measure of error. For
a classifier f : X → Y and dataset (X,Y ) = {(Xi, yi)}, the balanced error rate or BER

of f on (X,Y ) is defined as:

BER(X,Y, f) =
1

supp(Y )

(∑
j∈supp(Y )

∑
yi=j

1f(Xi)6=j

|{i|yi = j}|

)
where supp(Y ) = {y ∈ Y|y ∈ Y } is the set of elements of Y that appear in the data.

X \ε Xi is defined as the ε-obscure version of X with respect to the feature Xi if
X(i) cannot be predicted from X \ε Xi. That is, for all functions f : X \ε Xi → Xi,

BER(X \ε Xi, X(i), f) > ε

Indirect influence of a feature i, II(i), on a classifier f on data (X,Y ) can then be
defined as the difference of accuracy of f run on X and X \ε Xi, i.e.

II(i) = acc(X,Y, f)− acc(X \ε Xi, Y, f)

The method used to estimate indirect influence is called gradient feature auditing,
or GFA. Feature-by-feature, the GFA algorithm computes X \ε Xi by applying an
obscuring procedure to each feature j 6= i in X. The algorithm allows for a partial
removal of a variable, by only removing a fractional part of the influence, where on a
scale of 0 to 1, 0 represents the original data and 1 represents the fully obscured data.
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4 Discovering Discrimination

To place the CN2, CN2-SD, and the gradient feature auditing (GFA) algorithms in
the context of our objective of discrimination discovery, first recall that our goal is
to discover contexts of discrimination, i.e. groups of features in the data that when
examined together are shown to have discriminatory influence on a classifier’s class
assignments. This objective is broken into two general tasks: 1) finding subgroups of
the data that have significant predictive ability and 2) quantifying the influence of each
subgroup and flagging those with the highest discrimination potential. Our approach
for discrimination discovery uses both tools, either of the CN2 algorithms and the GFA
algorithm, to reach our objective.

We begin with the task of finding predictive subgroups of the data by simply learn-
ing a rule set from the original data with either the CN2 or CN2-SD algorithm. In
its antecedent, each rule in the rule set describes a group of features that together
bear predictive significance for the outcome label in its consequent. We posit that this
rule set may contain rules that describe contexts of discrimination via the conjunction
of conditions in their antecedent. Using either rule learning algorithm will affect the
potential for discrimination of the rules in the rule list, for the CN2 algorithm will
output a rule list with rules whose conditions were optimized for predictive accuracy,
while the CN2-SD algorithm will output a rule list with rules whose conditions have
unusual distributional characteristics rather than optimal predictive ability. We will
experiment with both algorithms.

For either rule learning algorithm, the next task is to quantify the discrimination
potential for each rule and flag those rules that have the highest discrimination score.
For this task, we begin by using the GFA algorithm. The GFA algorithm takes as input
the same original data for which we produced the rule set and obscures it feature-by-
feature. For each feature it obscures, the algorithm returns a new obscured dataset
with respect to the that feature. For some feature, say j, we can think of each feature
i in the dataset obscured with respect to j as the i-no j version of the feature. That
is, after being obscured by j, each feature i no longer contains influence from j. Which
brings us to our next our next posit. Suppose the original rule set contains a rule
“IF A = a and B = b Then Outcome=No” with accuracy π, and suppose we audit the
original data with respect to feature A. Then for each feature i in this new obscured
dataset, we rename the feature to be i-no A. Now, for each rule in the original rule
list, we may “map” each feature and value in its condition to its i-no A version, so
that for any rule, say “IF A = a and B = b Then Outcome=No”, we now consider a
new rule “IF A− no A = a′ and B − no A = b′ Then Outcome=No.” The idea is if a
rule is not discriminatory, then its obscured “mapped” rule should predict the outcome
with comparable accuracy. Otherwise, if the predictive quality of the rule is signifi-
cantly reduced when mapped to its obscured version, we can conclude that most of its
information comes from original version, and we will flag this rule as discriminatory.

It is important to note that removing the influence of some feature j using the
GFA also naturally removes any discriminatory influence that j may have had on the
data. So, we consider any data fully obscured with respect to a feature j to also be
discrimination-free with respect to j. Likewise, the degree of discriminatory influence
that some feature j has on the data corresponds to the remaining degree of influence
of j after the data has been partially obscured to some value ε.
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5 Experiments1

In this section, we explain the three iterations of our experiment process for using
rule learning along with the GFA to detect contexts of discrimination; note that each
iteration builds off of the previous. For each iteration of the process, we explain the
method in step-by-step detail, state our hypothesis, describe the results for each dataset
used to test the method, and provide an analysis of the successes and failures of the
method. We experiment on the following four datasets to test the ability of each
iteration to detect contexts of discrimination.

5.1 Data

Synthetic Bonus Data with Direct Discrimination I generated a dataset
with 5000 examples and 6 features: Race, Gender, Education, Years, Warnings,

Bonus, that models direct discrimination when granting bonuses to employees in a
workplace. In the data, black females are more likely than any other group to receive
a negative outcome, i.e. Bonus = No. The features are generated in the following way:

1. There are equal chances of either race or gender appearing in the data. Denoting
the probability of a condition as P(·), we can restate this as:

P(Race = Black) = P(Race = White) = 0.5, and

P(Gender = Female) = P(Gender = Male) = 0.5

2. There are equal chances of having a favorable outcome for either race or gender.
That is,

P(Bonus = Yes|Race = Black) = P(Bonus = Yes|Race = White) = 0.5, and

P(Bonus = Yes|Gender = Male) = P(Bonus = Yes|Gender = Female) = 0.5

3. Black Females have a much lower change of receiving a positive outcome, while
Black Males, White Males, and White Females have equal chances of receiving a
positive outcome. That is,

P(Bonus = Yes|Race = Black AND Gender = Female) = 0.19, and

P(Bonus = Yes|Race = Black AND Gender = Male) = 0.27,

P(Bonus = Yes|Race = White AND Gender = Female) = 0.27,

P(Bonus = Yes|Race = White AND Gender = Male) = 0.27

4. The values for the features Education, Warnings, and Years, were generated with
the following probabilities:

Education Years Warnings

Highschool Bachelors Masters <3 3-6 >6 low medium high

P(·) 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.1
P(Bonus=Yes|·) 0.3 0.55 0.8 0.1 0.3 0.7 0.8 0.5 0.05

1The code, data, and results for each experiment can be found at https://github.com/tionbon/Thesis/
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Synthetic Bonus Data with Indirect Discrimination I generated a data set
with 5000 examples and 6 features: Race, Gender, Education, Years, Warnings,

Bonus, that models indirect discrimination when granting bonuses to employees in a
workplace. In the data, education is used as a proxy variable for race. The data was
generated as follows:

1. The Race and Gender columns are created such that there is an equal probability
for each race-gender group to appear in the data. I.e.:

P(Race = Black AND Gender = Female) = 0.25

P(Race = Black AND Gender = Male) = 0.25

P(Race = White AND Gender = Female) = 0.25

P(Race = White AND Gender = Male) = 0.25

2. Black men have a much higher probability of being high school-educated and
much lower probability of having received a Masters or Bachelors degree than
any other group. More specifically:

P(Education = Highschool | Race = Black AND Gender = Male) = 0.80

P(Education = Bachelors | Race = Black AND Gender = Male) = 0.15

P(Education = Masters | Race = Black AND Gender = Male) = 0.05

while,

P(Education = Highschool | Race != Black AND Gender != Male) = 0.15

P(Education = Bachelors | Race != Black AND Gender != Male) = 0.50

P(Education = Masters | Race != Black AND Gender != Male) = 0.35

3. The class label, Bonus, is generated directly from education status.

P(Bonus = Yes | Education = Highschool) = 0.3,

P(Bonus = Yes | Education = Bachelors) = 0.55,

P(Bonus = Yes | Education = Masters) = 0.8

4. The values for the features Education, Years, and Warnings are generated with the
same probabilities as they were in the Synthetic Data with Direct Discrimination.

Synthetic Sample Data The synthetic sample data [1] consists of 6000 items
with two class labels: A and B. 3000 items are assigned with class A and the other
3000 are assigned with class B. The data set has five features. Three features directly
encode the row number i: Feature A is i, Feature B is 2i, and Feature C is −i. There
is also a random feature and a constant feature.

Propublica COMPAS Data2 The Propublica COMPAS Data [8] is a data set
that Propublica put together by collecting public criminal records from Broward County

2https://github.com/propublica/compas-analysis/
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Clerks Office website and matching each person’s record with its COMPAS 3 score for
recidivism risk. The data consists of 11,757 instances and includes attributes such as
race, age, sex, juvenile misdemeanor count, juvenile felony counts, priors count, charge
degree, charge description, the COMPAS decile score for recidivism risk, the COMPAS
score text for recidivism risk, and a two year recidivism label that tells whether or not
a person was rearrested between the years 2013 and 2014. For the paper, we treat
score text as the class, which takes the values low, medium, or high.

5.2 Preliminary Configuration

We set the following parameters for the CN2-SD and CN2 algorithms.

• beam width = 40. The algorithm considers 40 solution streams at a time.

• min covered examples = .01 · N , where N is the size of the data set. This is
the minimum number of examples that a rule should cover to be considered as a
candidate rule in the search process.

• max rule length = 3. This is the maximum number of complexes that can be in
the condition of any rule. This shorter rule length was used to make interpreting
rules easier during the experiment phase.

5.3 Discrimination Discovery with Subgroup Discovery

We begin by testing the ability of the CN2-SD algorithm to detect discrimination. For
each data set and for each protected feature, Race and Gender, we use the GFA to
produce 11 ε-obscured data sets, with ε = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.0.

For each data set, we use the CN2-SD algorithm to generate a rule list for the
data, which we will refer to as the “original rule list”. Now, for each of its ε-obscured
data sets, we use the CN2 algorithm to learn a rule list for it, referred to as the ε-
obscured rule list. Because we are most interested in determining which rules from
the original data are discriminatory, we filter each ε-obscured rule list to keep only
those rules that also appear in the original rule list. We produce a scoring method to
quantify the discrimination of each rule using the idea that for some data set and its
discrimination-free version, any rule that appears in the original data’s rule list but
does not appear in the discrimination-free data’s rule list is discriminatory. Each rule
is given a score ε that corresponds to the highest ε-obscure value of the ε-obscured data
sets that generated that rule. For example, let D ε be the ε-obscure version of some
data set D. Then, if the rule “IF A = a and B = b THEN Outcome=No” appears in the
rule lists generated by D 0.0 and D 0.2 and D 0.6, that rule will have a discrimination
score of 0.6.

We hypothesized that rules with scores closer to 0.0 are more discriminatory, while
rules with scores closer to 1.0 are more fair. Our results for each data set are described
below.

3COMPAS, which stands for Correctional Offender Management Profiling for Alternative Sanctions, is a recidivism risk
prediction tool made by Northpointe, Inc.
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Synthetic Bonus Data with Direct Discrimination Our results indicate
that the CN2-SD algorithm was able to link black females to not receiving bonuses.
Take, for example, the rule set generated by the 0.0-obscure version, i.e. the original
version, of the Synthetic Bonus Data with Direct Discrimination shown in Table 3. The
rule set contains the rules “IF Gender==F AND Race==B THEN Bonus=no” and “IF
Gender==F AND Race==B AND Education!=Bachelors THEN Bonus=no” which both
explicitly relate black females to the negative class; it also the contains the rule “IF
Race!=B AND Warnings==low AND Gender!=F THEN Bonus=yes” which relates any-
one other than black females to the positive class. Each of these rules illustrate direct
discrimination, so, by our scoring method, each should have similar low scores. How-
ever, the rule “IF Gender==F AND Race==B THEN Bonus=no” has a score of 0.8, which
incorrectly suggests that it is a fair rule. Now, take another rule from the rule list,
“IF Education!=Masters AND Warnings!=low THEN Bonus=no”. This rule contains
no discrimination because it does not have any protected features in its condition, yet
it has a score of 0.0. We observe very similar results in the rule sets generated by the
obscured data with respect to race.

Synthetic Bonus Data with Indirect Discrimination For the indirect dis-
crimination case, our results show that the CN2-SD algorithm is not as successful in
finding subgroups of features that are discriminated against via a proxy variable. Every
rule generated by the original data’s rule set, shown in Table 4, includes Education

in its condition, but no rule contains both Race==B and Gender==M. Like the di-
rect discrimination case, this method has the shortcoming of not accurately identi-
fying rules as discriminatory or fair. We know from the construction of this data
set that Education==Highschool is the proxy variable for black men, so any rule
that that uses it in its condition is discriminatory. However, almost all rules with
Education==Highschool in its condition have a score of 1.0.

Analysis We identified two major shortcomings with this method: 1) it was unable
to flag discriminatory rules, and 2) it was unsuccessful in finding subgroups that were
discriminated against via a proxy variable. The former may be due to the fact that
the GFA algorithm changes values in the data as it obscures the data; this introduces
a problem because we only allow rules that appear in the original rule list to appear
in any of the ε-obscured rule list. Our discrimination scoring method also has a few
limitations in terms of how much information it can tell us. We are left with questions
such as: “to what degree is a rule more or less discriminatory than other rules in its
rule set”, or “to what degree does each feature in a rule’s condition impact the rule’s
discrimination score”.

Another factor that may help explain why this method failed is the way that the
CN2-SD algorithm generates rules. Although we initially believed that subgroup dis-
covery would help us identify subgroups in the data that had interesting distributional
patterns that were due to discrimination, it may have actually conflicted with our goal
of flagging discriminatory rules. Take, for example, the rule generated in Table3, “IF
Gender==F AND Race==B THEN Bonus=no”. This rule was generated in the rule set
of the 0.8-obscure with respect to gender version of the Synthetic Bonus Data with
Direct Discrimination, so we would expect gender to not appear in any rules since it
should have very small predictive ability. However, the CN2-SD algorithm may have
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Synthetic Bonus Data with Direct Discrimination
0.0-obscure w.r.t Gender

Rule Score
IF Gender==F AND Race==B THEN Bonus=no 0.8
IF Gender==F AND Education!=Masters AND Warnings!=high THEN Bonus=no 0.8
IF Gender==F AND Education!=Masters THEN Bonus=no 0.8
IF Race==B AND Years!=<3 THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Education!=Masters AND Warnings!=low THEN Bonus=no 0.0
IF Gender==F AND Warnings!=medium AND Education!=Bachelors THEN Bonus=no 0.8
IF Education!=Masters AND Warnings==medium THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Gender==F AND Warnings!=medium THEN Bonus=no 0.8
IF Warnings!=low AND Education==Bachelors THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Race==B AND Years!=<3 AND Warnings!=high THEN Bonus=no 0.3
IF Gender==F AND Race==B AND Education!=Bachelors THEN Bonus=no 0.3
IF Years!=3-6 AND Warnings!=medium AND Race!=B THEN Bonus=no 0.0
IF Gender==F AND Education!=Masters AND Years!=>6 THEN Bonus=no 0.0
IF Race==B AND Years!=<3 AND Education!=Highschool THEN Bonus=no 0.1
IF Education!=Bachelors AND Years!=<3 THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Warnings!=low AND Education!=Masters AND Years!=3-6 THEN Bonus=no 0.0
IF Education!=Bachelors AND Warnings!=medium AND Race!=B THEN Bonus=no 0.7
IF Warnings!=low THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Education!=Bachelors AND Years!=<3 AND Warnings!=high THEN Bonus=no 0.7
IF Warnings!=low AND Years!=<3 THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Education!=Bachelors AND Warnings!=medium THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Race==B THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Years!=3-6 THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Education!=Bachelors THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Warnings!=low AND Education!=Highschool THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Years!=3-6 AND Education!=Masters THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Education!=Bachelors AND Warnings!=high THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Years!=3-6 AND Education!=Highschool THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Warnings!=low AND Years!=>6 THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Years!=3-6 AND Warnings!=medium THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Education!=Bachelors AND Years!=>6 THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Years!=3-6 AND Warnings!=high THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Race==B AND Warnings!=medium THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Gender==F THEN Bonus=no 0.8
IF Warnings!=low AND Gender!=F THEN Bonus=no 0.0
IF Education!=Bachelors AND Gender!=F THEN Bonus=no 0.2
IF Years!=3-6 AND Gender!=F THEN Bonus=no 0.4
IF Race!=B AND Warnings==low AND Gender!=F THEN Bonus=yes 0.0
IF Education!=Highschool AND Race!=B AND Warnings==low THEN Bonus=yes 0.1
IF TRUE THEN Bonus=no 1.0

Table 3: Rule list learned for the
0.0-obscure version of the Syn-
thetic Bonus Data with Direct
Discrimination with respect to
gender using the CN2-SD algo-
rithm

Synthetic Bonus Data with Indirect Discrimination
0.0-obscure w.r.t Gender

Rule Score
IF Education!=Highschool THEN Bonus=yes 1.0
IF Education==Highschool THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Education!=Masters THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Education==Masters THEN Bonus=yes 1.0
IF Education==Highschool AND Gender!=F THEN Bonus=no 0.5
IF Education!=Highschool AND Years!=<3 THEN Bonus=yes 1.0
IF Education!=Highschool AND Warnings!=medium THEN Bonus=yes 1.0
IF Education==Highschool AND Years!=<3 THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Education!=Highschool AND Warnings!=high THEN Bonus=yes 1.0
IF Education!=Highschool AND Warnings!=low THEN Bonus=yes 1.0
IF Education==Highschool AND Warnings!=high THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Education==Highschool AND Warnings!=low THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Education==Highschool AND Warnings!=medium THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Education!=Masters AND Years!=>6 THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Education!=Masters AND Years!=3-6 THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Education==Masters AND Years!=3-6 THEN Bonus=yes 1.0
IF Education==Masters AND Years!=>6 THEN Bonus=yes 1.0
IF Education!=Masters AND Gender!=F THEN Bonus=no 0.2
IF Education==Masters AND Warnings!=medium THEN Bonus=yes 1.0
IF Education==Masters AND Warnings!=high THEN Bonus=yes 1.0
IF Education!=Highschool AND Gender==F THEN Bonus=yes 0.9
IF Education!=Highschool AND Years!=3-6 THEN Bonus=yes 1.0
IF Education==Highschool AND Years!=3-6 THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Education==Highschool AND Years!=>6 THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Education==Masters AND Years!=<3 THEN Bonus=yes 1.0
IF Education!=Highschool AND Years!=>6 THEN Bonus=yes 1.0
IF Education!=Highschool AND Race!=B THEN Bonus=yes 1.0
IF Education==Highschool AND Race==B THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Education!=Highschool AND Years!=<3 AND Warnings!=low THEN Bonus=yes 0.0
IF Education==Highschool AND Years!=<3 AND Warnings!=low THEN Bonus=no 0.2
IF Education!=Highschool AND Years!=<3 AND Warnings!=medium THEN Bonus=yes 0.2
IF Education!=Highschool AND Years!=3-6 AND Warnings!=medium THEN Bonus=yes 0.0
IF Education!=Highschool AND Warnings!=high AND Years!=<3 THEN Bonus=yes 0.0
IF Education!=Highschool AND Warnings!=low AND Years!=>6 THEN Bonus=yes 0.0
IF Education==Bachelors THEN Bonus=yes 0.0
IF Education!=Masters AND Years!=<3 THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Education!=Masters AND Warnings!=high THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Education!=Masters AND Warnings!=low THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Education!=Masters AND Warnings!=medium THEN Bonus=no 1.0
IF Education!=Bachelors THEN Bonus=no 0.7
IF TRUE THEN Bonus=yes 1.0

Table 4: Rule list learned for the
0.0-obscure version of the Syn-
thetic Bonus Data with Indirect
Discrimination with respect to
gender using the CN2-SD algo-
rithm
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generated that rule not because of its ability to predict the class, but instead because
it may have identified the new distribution of gender the results from the 0.8-obscure
as “interesting”. These two problems motivate our decision to use the CN2 algorithm
as well as to develop a new scoring method for our next experiment.

5.4 Discrimination Discovery with CN2 Rule Learning

5.4.1 Method 1: Original and Merged Rule List Mapping

We move on to testing the ability of the CN2 algorithm to detect discrimination. For
each data set and for certain features j, we use the GFA produce a fully obscured
version of the data with respect to j. For each of these obscured data sets and for each
feature i, we relabel i to be i-no j. We now create a new “merged” data set by joining
the original data and its obscured version with relabeled feature names. This merged
data has twice as many columns as the original data with each feature i of the original
data followed by its obscured i-no j column.

We learn a rule list for the original data using the CN2 algorithm. Next, we make a
few modifications to the CN2 algorithm to learn a rule list for the merged data. Recall
that when the CN2 algorithm is choosing among candidate rules for a rule to add
to the rule list, it chooses the rule that is statistically significant and has the highest
quality as measured by its Laplace score. We modify the CN2 algorithm’s best rule
selection by choosing a best rule based on its quality and discrimination score. This
discrimination score is defined as the sum of the quantitative influence of each feature
in the rule’s condition; i.e. for a rule with the features X1,X2, ...,Xn in its condition,
the discrimination score of that rule is given by:

n∑
i=1

influence(Xi)

where influence(Xi) is the influence score of feature Xi given by the GFA for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Note that the influence was quantified by the GFA, and any i-no j features will have
a influence score of 0. Now, with our modification, the CN2 algorithm will choose a
best rule as it originally did, but then backtrack and review all of the candidate rules
with comparable qualities to the best rule, i.e. with a quality score π + ε where π is
the quality of the best rule and ε is set to 0.05. Of these rules, it will choose the rule
with the lowest discrimination score to be the best rule.

With the modified CN2 algorithm, we now produce a rule list for the merged
dataset. However, we filter the rule list to keep only those rules that have the same
form as rules from the original data’s rule list. That is, we only keep rules that have
the same group of features in their conditions as a rule in the original rule list, and we
treat a feature i and i-no j as the same feature when comparing form. Again, we filter
rules in such a way because we care only about the rules the describe the original data.

Synthetic Bonus Data with Direct Discrimination The results for this
data set indicate that, like the CN2-SD algorithm, the CN2 algorithm was able to
distinguish that black females in the data were more likely to be denied bonuses.
For example, refer to the rule list generated from the 0.0-obscure version of the data
listed in Table 5. The rule list contains the rule, “IF Race==B AND Gender==F THEN
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Synthetic Bonus Data with Direct Discrimination
0.0-obscure

Rule Score Quality
IF Gender==F AND Race==B AND Education==Highschool THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.85
IF Warnings==medium AND Education==Bachelors AND Gender==F THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.82
IF Gender==F AND Race==B AND Warnings==low THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.79
IF Gender==F AND Education==Highschool AND Warnings==low THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.79
IF Warnings==medium AND Education==Bachelors AND Race!=B THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.78
IF Warnings==medium AND Education==Highschool AND Race==B THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.78
IF Warnings==high AND Education==Masters AND Gender==F THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.78
IF Warnings==high AND Education==Bachelors AND Gender!=F THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.77
IF Education==Highschool AND Gender==F AND Warnings==medium THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.77
IF Years==>6 AND Education==Masters AND Warnings==low THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.75
IF Race==B AND Education==Bachelors AND Years==>6 THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.75
IF Race==B AND Years==3-6 AND Warnings==low THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.75
IF Race==B AND Gender==F AND Years==<3 THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.75
IF Years==>6 AND Warnings==high AND Education==Masters THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.74
IF Education==Highschool AND Race!=B AND Warnings==low THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.74
IF Years!=<3 AND Education==Highschool AND Gender==F THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.73
IF Warnings==medium AND Gender!=F AND Years==3-6 THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.73
IF Race==B AND Years==3-6 AND Education==Masters THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.74
IF Years==>6 AND Gender!=F AND Education==Masters THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.73
IF Education==Bachelors AND Warnings==medium THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.73
IF Years==<3 AND Warnings==low AND Race!=B THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.72
IF Warnings==high AND Education==Bachelors AND Years==3-6 THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.72
IF Education==Masters AND Warnings==low AND Race!=B THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.72
IF Years==<3 AND Gender!=F AND Race!=B THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.72
IF Gender==F AND Education==Bachelors AND Years==3-6 THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.71
IF Years==>6 AND Warnings==high AND Gender!=F THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.70
IF Education==Highschool AND Years==3-6 AND Race!=B THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.70
IF Race==B AND Gender==F THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.70
IF Warnings!=low AND Education!=Masters AND Years!=<3 THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.69
IF Race==B AND Education==Masters AND Warnings==high THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.69
IF Years==>6 AND Race==B THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.68
IF Race==B AND Education==Masters THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.67
IF Warnings!=low AND Education==Bachelors THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.67
IF Years!=3-6 AND Education==Bachelors AND Gender!=F THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.65
IF Years!=3-6 AND Warnings==low THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.65
IF Years==>6 THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.64
IF Gender==F AND Years==<3 THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.63
IF Education==Bachelors THEN Bonus=yes 0.00 0.62
IF Gender==F THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.62
IF Race==B THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.60
IF TRUE THEN Bonus=no

Table 5: Rule list learned for the 0.0-obscure version of the Synthetic Bonus Data with
Direct Discrimination using the CN2 algorithm.

Bonus=no”, which explicitly illustrates direct discrimination. The rule list also contains
four other rules that directly relate black females to the negative outcome.

Interestingly, for this data set, this method also demonstrates a problem with flag-
ging discriminatory rules. Every rule in the rule list has a score of 0.00, which indicates
that no rule contains any discriminatory influence. This time, the problem is connected
to the data itself. We created the Synthetic Bonus Data with Direct Discrimination
such that discrimination does not exist for either feature, Race or Gender, individually.
Because the GFA audits features one at a time, it was unable to detect the intersec-
tional discrimination across race and gender, and hence calculated 0.00 scores for each
attribute in the data.

Synthetic Bonus Data with Indirect Discrimination We observe much
more promising results for this method with the indirect case. Refer to the rule list
learned with the CN2 algorithm for the original data shown in Table 7. The rule
with the highest influence score of the rule list, “IF Education==Highschool AND

Gender!=F AND Race==B THEN Bonus=no”, is also the rule we would expect to be the
most discriminatory. Unlike the CN2-SD algorithm, the CN2 algorithm was able to
produce a rule that related black males to the negative outcome. This rule in particular
does so while also placing black men in the context of their proxy feature Education.

While this is a significant improvement over the subgroup discovery method, the
rule list for the original data also contains some noise. Consider the rules also generated
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in this rule list:

“IF Gender!=F AND Race==B AND Years==3-6 THEN Bonus=yes”,

“IF Warnings==medium AND Race==B AND Gender!=F THEN Bonus=yes”, and

“IF Race==B AND Gender!=F AND Warnings==low THEN Bonus=yes”.

Each of these rules has a non-trivial score of 0.10, and each relate black males to
the the positive outcome, which seem to suggest that black men are favored in the
data set. However, each rule also has low predictive ability with qualities scores of
0.62, 0.57, and 0.58, respectively. This noise may be the consequence of the rule list’s
overall low classification accuracy of 0.64.

We observe much more promising results from the rule list generated from the
merged data with respect to race, shown in 8. Refer back to the most discrimi-
natory rule from the original rule list, “IF Education==Highschool AND Gender!=F

AND Race==B THEN Bonus=no”. It maps to the rule,

“IF Education-noRace==Highschool AND Gender!=F AND Race==B THEN

Bonus=no.”

We can interpret this to mean the obscuring Education with respect to race had essen-
tially no effect on the rule’s quality. This makes sense because Education==Highschool
was a proxy feature for Black men in the data. Once its influence in the data is removed,
black men are directly discriminated against in the data. By not replacing Gender!=F

and Race==B with their respective obscured mappings, out method is correctly flagging
these features as discriminatory.

Synthetic Sample Data The results from this experiment reveal a weakness in
this method. Recall that in this data, Feature A (i) encodes the row number i for
1 ≤ i ≤ 6000. Feature A (i) directly influences the outcome: the first 3000 items
are assigned the class value Outcome = A and the last 3000 are assigned Outcome =

B. Consider the rule lists learned for the original data and the merged data shown in
Table 11. The CN2 algorithm learns a single rule,“IF Feature A (i)>=3000.0 THEN

Outcome=B”, that has a influence score of 0.50, but also a predictive accuracy rate
of 100 percent. We would expect the rule list learned for the merged data to prefer
Feature A (i) over its obscured mapping in any rules where Feature A (i) is in
its condition. However, the rule list learned for the merged data contains only the
default rule, which means the it did not learn any rule that has the same form as ‘IF
Feature A (i)>=3000.0 THEN Outcome=B”. This shows a restriction in the ability of
our method to flag discriminatory rules through mapping from the rules generated for
the merged rule list back to the rules generated for the original data.

Analysis Using the CN2 algorithm in conjunction with our new scoring method
shows much improvement over the subgroup discovery method for detecting discrimi-
nation and flagging discriminatory rules. The CN2 algorithm was shown to be capable
of producing rules that describe the contexts of discrimination that we have created
in our data sets. Unlike the subgroup discovery method, it was also able to detect
contexts of indirect discrimination. This improvement can be due to the way the CN2
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Synthetic Bonus Data with Indirect Discrimination
Rule Score Quality
IF Education==Masters AND Warnings==low AND Years==>6 THEN Bonus=yes 0.15 0.87
IF Education==Masters AND Gender!=F AND Years==3-6 THEN Bonus=yes 0.20 0.82
IF Education==Masters AND Warnings==high AND Years==>6 THEN Bonus=yes 0.15 0.82
IF Education==Masters AND Years==<3 AND Gender==F THEN Bonus=yes 0.20 0.80
IF Education==Masters AND Warnings==low AND Race==B THEN Bonus=yes 0.18 0.83
IF Education==Masters AND Years==<3 AND Warnings==low THEN Bonus=yes 0.15 0.78
IF Education==Masters AND Race!=B AND Years==>6 THEN Bonus=yes 0.18 0.78
IF Education==Masters AND Race!=B AND Warnings!=low THEN Bonus=yes 0.18 0.77
IF Education==Highschool AND Warnings==medium AND Years==3-6 THEN Bonus=no 0.15 0.77
IF Education==Highschool AND Warnings==medium AND Race==B THEN Bonus=no 0.18 0.74
IF Education==Masters AND Warnings==high THEN Bonus=yes 0.14 0.74
IF Education==Highschool AND Warnings==low AND Years==>6 THEN Bonus=no 0.15 0.73
IF Education==Masters AND Race==B AND Years==3-6 THEN Bonus=yes 0.18 0.72
IF Education==Highschool AND Years==3-6 AND Warnings!=low THEN Bonus=no 0.15 0.72
IF Education==Highschool AND Gender!=F AND Warnings==low THEN Bonus=no 0.20 0.71
IF Education==Masters AND Gender==F AND Race==B THEN Bonus=yes 0.24 0.71
IF Education==Highschool AND Warnings==medium AND Years==<3 THEN Bonus=no 0.15 0.70
IF Education==Highschool AND Race!=B AND Warnings==high THEN Bonus=no 0.18 0.70
IF Education==Highschool AND Gender==F AND Warnings==medium THEN Bonus=no 0.20 0.69
IF Education==Highschool AND Gender!=F AND Race==B THEN Bonus=no 0.24 0.66
IF Education==Highschool AND Years==3-6 AND Race!=B THEN Bonus=no 0.18 0.65
IF Education==Masters AND Years!=>6 THEN Bonus=yes 0.14 0.62
IF Gender!=F AND Race==B AND Years==3-6 THEN Bonus=yes 0.10 0.62
IF Education==Highschool AND Years==<3 AND Warnings==low THEN Bonus=no 0.15 0.62
IF Years==>6 AND Warnings==low AND Gender!=F THEN Bonus=yes 0.07 0.62
IF Gender==F AND Race!=B AND Warnings==low THEN Bonus=yes 0.10 0.59
IF Years==>6 AND Gender==F AND Warnings==high THEN Bonus=yes 0.07 0.59
IF Years==>6 AND Gender==F AND Race!=B THEN Bonus=yes 0.10 0.59
IF Years!=<3 AND Race!=B AND Gender==F THEN Bonus=yes 0.10 0.58
IF Race!=B AND Gender==F AND Warnings!=medium THEN Bonus=no 0.10 0.61
IF Warnings==high AND Years==<3 AND Race!=B THEN Bonus=yes 0.05 0.59
IF Race==B AND Gender!=F AND Warnings==low THEN Bonus=yes 0.10 0.58
IF Years==>6 AND Race!=B AND Warnings!=medium THEN Bonus=yes 0.05 0.58
IF Warnings==medium AND Race==B AND Gender!=F THEN Bonus=yes 0.10 0.57
IF Years==<3 AND Gender!=F AND Warnings==medium THEN Bonus=no 0.07 0.57
IF Years==>6 AND Warnings==high THEN Bonus=no 0.01 0.57
IF Years==>6 AND Warnings==low THEN Bonus=yes 0.01 0.56
IF Years!=<3 AND Warnings==low AND Race==B THEN Bonus=no 0.05 0.56
IF Warnings==medium AND Years==3-6 AND Race==B THEN Bonus=yes 0.05 0.56
IF Years==>6 AND Race==B THEN Bonus=yes 0.04 0.55
IF Years==>6 AND Education!=Highschool THEN Bonus=yes 0.14 0.55
IF Warnings==high AND Years==<3 AND Education!=Highschool THEN Bonus=yes 0.15 0.55
IF Years==<3 AND Warnings!=low AND Race==B THEN Bonus=no 0.05 0.55
IF Race==B AND Years==<3 THEN Bonus=yes 0.04 0.54
IF Warnings==medium AND Years==3-6 THEN Bonus=yes 0.01 0.54
IF Race==B THEN Bonus=yes 0.04 0.54
IF Warnings!=medium AND Years==<3 THEN Bonus=no 0.01 0.53
IF Warnings==low THEN Bonus=yes 0.00 0.53
IF Years==3-6 THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.52
IF Gender==F THEN Bonus=yes 0.06 0.52
IF TRUE THEN Bonus=yes 0.00 0.52

GFA Influence Scores

per Feature

Feature Score

Race 0.040

Gender 0.060
Education 0.140

Warnings 0.003

Years 0.003

Table 7: Rule list learned
for the original Synthetic
Bonus Data with Indirect
Discrimination using the
CN2 algorithm

Synthetic Bonus Data with Indirect Discrimination
Merged with 1.0-obscure version with respect to Race

Rule Score Quality
IF Education==Masters AND Warnings-noRace==medium AND Years-noRace==3-6 THEN Bonus=yes 0.14 0.88
IF Education==Masters AND Years-noRace!=>6 AND Warnings-noRace==medium THEN Bonus=yes 0.14 0.86
IF Education==Masters AND Years==3-6 AND Warnings-noRace==medium THEN Bonus=yes 0.14 0.82
IF Gender==M AND Warnings-noRace==medium AND Years==3-6 THEN Bonus=no 0.06 0.69
IF Education==Masters AND Warnings==low AND Years-noRace!=<3 THEN Bonus=yes 0.14 0.82
IF Education!=Bachelors AND Warnings==medium AND Years-noRace==3-6 THEN Bonus=no 0.14 0.75
IF Warnings!=medium AND Education!=Bachelors AND Years-noRace==3-6 THEN Bonus=no 0.14 0.68
IF Education==Highschool AND Gender-noRace!=F AND Warnings-noRace==low THEN Bonus=no 0.14 0.76
IF Education==Highschool AND Years==>6 AND Warnings-noRace==low THEN Bonus=no 0.14 0.79
IF Education==Highschool AND Years==3-6 AND Warnings==medium THEN Bonus=no 0.15 0.79
IF Years-noRace==3-6 AND Race!=W AND Warnings-noRace==low THEN Bonus=yes 0.04 0.67
IF Years==>6 AND Warnings-noRace==low AND Education-noRace==Bachelors THEN Bonus=yes 0.00 0.65
IF Education==Highschool AND Race!=B AND Warnings==high THEN Bonus=no 0.18 0.80
IF Education==Highschool AND Warnings-noRace==low AND Years-noRace==<3 THEN Bonus=no 0.14 0.78
IF Education!=Bachelors AND Years==<3 AND Warnings-noRace==medium THEN Bonus=no 0.14 0.69
IF Warnings==low AND Years-noRace==>6 AND Education-noRace==Bachelors THEN Bonus=yes 0.00 0.68
IF Education-noRace!=Masters AND Years-noRace==<3 AND Warnings-noRace==low THEN Bonus=yes 0.00 0.62
IF Education-noRace==Highschool AND Warnings-noRace==low AND Years-noRace==3-6 THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.70
IF Warnings-noRace==low AND Years==<3 AND Education-noRace==Highschool THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.73
IF Years-noRace==<3 AND Warnings==medium AND Gender-noRace==F THEN Bonus=yes 0.00 0.66
IF Warnings-noRace==medium AND Education-noRace==Masters AND Race==B THEN Bonus=no 0.04 0.67
IF Education-noRace==Highschool AND Race==B AND Gender!=F THEN Bonus=yes 0.10 0.68
IF Gender-noRace==F AND Years==>6 AND Warnings-noRace!=medium THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.67
IF Gender-noRace!=F AND Education-noRace==Highschool AND Years-noRace==<3 THEN Bonus=yes 0.00 0.55
IF Years==3-6 AND Gender==F AND Education-noRace==Masters THEN Bonus=yes 0.06 0.65
IF Gender-noRace==F AND Education-noRace!=Masters AND Warnings-noRace!=low THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.76
IF Gender-noRace!=M AND Years-noRace!=>6 AND Warnings-noRace==low THEN Bonus=yes 0.00 0.61
IF Gender!=F AND Years==<3 AND Warnings-noRace==high THEN Bonus=yes 0.06 0.68
IF Education-noRace==Highschool AND Warnings-noRace==medium AND Race!=B THEN Bonus=yes 0.04 0.66
IF Years==<3 AND Warnings-noRace!=high AND Education-noRace!=Masters THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.66
IF Warnings!=high AND Years!=>6 AND Education-noRace!=Highschool THEN Bonus=yes 0.01 0.59
IF TRUE THEN Bonus=yes 0.00 0.52

Table 8: “Merged” rule list learned for the Synthetic Bonus Data with Indirect Discrimination merged with its
1.0-obscure version with respect to Race
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Synthetic Sample Data

Rule Score Quality

IF Feature A (i)>=3000.0 THEN Outcome=B 0.50 0.99

IF TRUE THEN Outcome=A 0.0 0.99

Merged with 1.0-obscure with respect to Feature A (i)

Rule Score Quality

IF TRUE THEN Outcome=A 0.0 0.5

Table 9: Rule lists learned for the original Synthetic Sample Data and the merged with
its 1.0-obscure version with respect to Race

algorithm qualifies rules. Because rule generation for the CN2 algorithm is classifica-
tion accuracy based, each rule is generated for its ability to predict the class. This
regularity of purpose in rule generation allows for the creation of rules that can be
compared to one another, as well as rules that are more interpretable in terms of the
reason they appear in the rule list.

Scoring rules based on the sum of the influences of its features was also shown
to be effective for flagging discriminatory rules. Since rules are scored based on the
composition of features in their conditions, and not on the classifier, there is a more
direct interpretation of a rule’s score: the greater the influence score, the greater the
potential of discrimination a rule is. Furthermore, our method of mapping original
rules to their obscured complements showed success in identifying which features in a
rule’s condition actually described contexts of discrimination.

Although this method shows much promise for detecting discrimination, it also had
a few shortcomings. Because the GFA can only quantify influence per feature, but not
across features, this method failed to flag instances of intersectional discrimination.
Another shortcoming was illustrated with the experiment on the Synthetic Sample
Data. For any rule that appears in the rule list of some original data set, we want to
check if any of the features in its condition can be replaced with their obscured mapping
without affecting the rule’s quality. However our method limits us to only analyzing
mappings that are produced by the rule learning algorithm, if any are produced at all.
This limitation motivates our approach for the final experiment.

5.4.2 Method 2: Original and Expanded Rule List Mapping

For our final experiment, we use a similar idea as Method 1 to test the ability of the
CN2 algorithm to detect discrimination. Similarily to Method 1, for each dataset and
for certain features j, we begin by using the GFA to produce a fully obscured version
with respect to j and we relabel each feature i to be i-no j. We create a merged data
set by joining the original data and its obscured version.

We learn a rule list for the original data using the CN2 algorithm. Now, instead
of using the algorithm to make rules for the merged rule set, we create the rule list by
manually “expanding” each rule into all possible “mapped” versions the rule can take.
To illustrate this, take the rule “IF A = a an B = b Then Outcome = Yes” learned
for some data set D. If obscure D with respect to A, then the mapped versions of this
rule include:
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“IF A = a and B = b Then Outcome = Yes”
“IF A-no A = a′ and B = b Then Outcome = Yes”
“IF A = a and B-no A = b′ Then Outcome = Yes”
“IF A-no A = a′ and B-no A = b′ Then Outcome = Yes”

for all values a′ and b′ in the domain of A-no A and B-no A, respectively.
For each expanded rule, we calculate its quality using the Laplace heuristic, and

we also calculate its discrimination score, the sum of the quantitative influence of each
feature in the rule’s condition. Finally, for each original rule, we replace it with the
rule from its expansion set that has a quality within ε of the quality of the original
rule and has the lowest discrimination score of the bunch; For our experiments, we let
ε = 0.05. We refer to this new rule list as the “best expanded rule list.” For any rule
in the best expanded rule list for which one or more of the complexes in its condition
are not replaced with their obscured mapping, we will consider this group of features
to describe a context of discrimination.

Synthetic Bonus Data with Indirect Discrimination Our results from ap-
plying Method 2 to this data show much improvement over the results for the same
data in the previous experiment. In the expanded rule list showing in Table 10, the
features Years and Warnings are always replaced with their obscured mapping. We
would expect this because, by the construction of the dataset, Years and Warnings

should have minimal influence on the outcome. We can interpret this to mean that
neither Years nor Warnings describe any context of discrimination.

The expanded rule list for this data yielded the following contexts of discrimination
for each class:

Bonus=No
Gender!= F and Race==B
Education==Highschool and Race!=B
Education==Highschool

and,

Bonus=Yes
Education==Masters and Race!=B
Race!=B
Education==Master
Gender==F

These results indicate that our method was able to isolate black men as a discrimi-
nated against group in the data. It was also able to flag their proxy group in the data,
high school-level educated individuals, as a discriminated against group. Conversely,
it was able to identify white individuals and women, as well their proxy group, the
masters-level educated, as the favored groups in the data.

Synthetic Sample Data The results for this show that this method was able to
correct a limitation in the previous method by expanding every rule. Refer to the
complete expanded rule list for the Synthetic Sample Data expanded with respect to
Feature A.
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Synthetic Bonus Data with Indirect Discrimination
Merged with 1.0-obscure version with respect to Race

Rule Score Quality
IF Education==Masters AND Years-noRace==3-6 AND Warnings-noRace==medium THEN Bonus=yes 0.14 0.88
IF Gender-noRace!=F AND Education==Masters AND Years-noRace==3-6 THEN Bonus=yes 0.14 0.83
IF Education==Masters AND Years-noRace==3-6 AND Warnings-noRace==medium THEN Bonus=yes 0.14 0.88
IF Gender-noRace==M AND Education==Masters AND Years-noRace==3-6 THEN Bonus=yes 0.14 0.83
IF Education==Masters AND Race-noRace==B AND Warnings-noRace==medium THEN Bonus=yes 0.14 0.84
IF Warnings-noRace==medium AND Education==Masters AND Years-noRace==3-6 THEN Bonus=yes 0.14 0.88
IF Education==Masters AND Race!=B AND Years-noRace==3-6 THEN Bonus=yes 0.18 0.85
IF Education==Masters AND Race!=B AND Warnings-noRace!=high THEN Bonus=yes 0.18 0.82
IF Education==Highschool AND Years-noRace==3-6 AND Warnings-noRace==medium THEN Bonus=no 0.14 0.74
IF Education==Highschool AND Race-noRace==B AND Warnings-noRace==low THEN Bonus=no 0.14 0.72
IF Education==Masters AND Warnings-noRace==medium THEN Bonus=yes 0.14 0.84
IF Education==Highschool AND Years-noRace==>6 AND Warnings-noRace==medium THEN Bonus=no 0.14 0.72
IF Education==Masters AND Race-noRace==B AND Years-noRace==3-6 THEN Bonus=yes 0.14 0.82
IF Warnings-noRace!=low AND Education==Highschool AND Years-noRace==3-6 THEN Bonus=no 0.14 0.71
IF Gender-noRace!=F AND Education==Highschool AND Warnings-noRace==low THEN Bonus=no 0.14 0.74
IF Gender-noRace==M AND Education==Masters AND Race-noRace==B THEN Bonus=yes 0.14 0.80
IF Education==Highschool AND Years-noRace==>6 AND Warnings-noRace==medium THEN Bonus=no 0.14 0.72
IF Education==Highschool AND Race!=B AND Warnings-noRace==medium THEN Bonus=no 0.18 0.72
IF Gender-noRace==M AND Education==Highschool AND Warnings-noRace==low THEN Bonus=no 0.14 0.74
IF Gender!=F AND Education-noRace==Masters AND Race==B THEN Bonus=no 0.10 0.69
IF Education==Highschool AND Race!=B AND Years-noRace==3-6 THEN Bonus=no 0.18 0.69
IF Education==Masters AND Years-noRace!=>6 THEN Bonus=yes 0.14 0.81
IF Gender-noRace!=F AND Race-noRace==B AND Years-noRace==<3 THEN Bonus=yes 0.00 0.54
IF Warnings-noRace==low AND Education==Highschool AND Years-noRace==<3 THEN Bonus=no 0.14 0.74
IF Gender-noRace!=F AND Warnings-noRace==high AND Years-noRace==<3 THEN Bonus=yes 0.00 0.56
IF Gender-noRace==F AND Race!=B AND Warnings-noRace==low THEN Bonus=yes 0.04 0.58
IF Gender==F AND Warnings-noRace==low AND Years-noRace==3-6 THEN Bonus=yes 0.06 0.62
IF Gender-noRace==F AND Race!=B AND Years-noRace==<3 THEN Bonus=yes 0.04 0.58
IF Gender-noRace==F AND Race!=B AND Years-noRace!=>6 THEN Bonus=yes 0.04 0.57
IF Gender-noRace==F AND Race-noRace!=B AND Warnings-noRace!=high THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.50
IF Years-noRace==<3 AND Race!=B AND Warnings-noRace==medium THEN Bonus=yes 0.04 0.60
IF Gender-noRace!=F AND Race-noRace==B AND Warnings-noRace==high THEN Bonus=yes 0.00 0.55
IF Warnings-noRace!=high AND Race!=B AND Years-noRace==>6 THEN Bonus=yes 0.04 0.57
IF Gender-noRace!=F AND Race-noRace==B AND Warnings-noRace==high THEN Bonus=yes 0.00 0.55
IF Gender-noRace!=F AND Warnings==medium AND Years-noRace==>6 THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.56
IF Warnings-noRace==low AND Years-noRace==>6 THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.49
IF Warnings-noRace==low AND Years-noRace==>6 THEN Bonus=yes 0.00 0.51
IF Warnings-noRace==medium AND Race==B AND Years-noRace!=>6 THEN Bonus=no 0.04 0.55
IF Years-noRace==3-6 AND Race-noRace==B AND Warnings-noRace==high THEN Bonus=yes 0.00 0.52
IF Race-noRace==B AND Years-noRace==>6 THEN Bonus=yes 0.00 0.51
IF Education!=Highschool AND Years-noRace==>6 THEN Bonus=yes 0.14 0.63
IF Years-noRace==3-6 AND Education!=Highschool AND Warnings-noRace==low THEN Bonus=yes 0.14 0.67
IF Warnings-noRace!=low AND Race==B AND Years-noRace==>6 THEN Bonus=no 0.04 0.54
IF Race-noRace==B AND Years-noRace==<3 THEN Bonus=yes 0.00 0.53
IF Years-noRace==3-6 AND Warnings-noRace==high THEN Bonus=yes 0.00 0.52
IF Race-noRace==B THEN Bonus=yes 0.00 0.52
IF Years-noRace==>6 AND Warnings-noRace!=high THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.49
IF Warnings-noRace==low THEN Bonus=yes 0.00 0.53
IF Years-noRace==>6 THEN Bonus=no 0.00 0.49
IF Gender==F THEN Bonus=yes 0.06 0.59
IF TRUE THEN Bonus=yes 0.00 0.52

Table 10: “Best expanded rule list” with respect to Race for the Synthetic Bonus Data
with Indirect Influence

Synthetic Sample Data

Expanded with respect to Feature A

Rule Score Quality

IF Feature A (i)>=3000.0 THEN Outcome=B 0.50 1.00
IF Feature A (i)>=3000.0 THEN Outcome=B 0.50 1.00
IF Feature A (i)-noFeature A (i)>=4787 THEN Outcome=B 0.00 0.50
IF TRUE THEN Outcome=A 0.00 0.50

Table 11: Entire expanded rule list for the Sample Data, expanded with respect to
Feature A

Unlike in the past experiment, we were now able to compare the original rule in the
rule list to its expanded version. We realize that replacing Feature A by its obscured
mapping significantly reduces the quality of the rule. So we can conclude, as expected,
that Feature A describes a context of discrimination.
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ProPublica COMPAS Data

Merged with 1.0-obscure version with respect to Race

Rule Score Quality

1 IF race!=African-American AND age norace>=53 AND c charge degree norace!=F THEN score text=Low 0.24 0.98
2 IF priors count norace<=1 AND age norace>=26 AND race==Other THEN score text=Low 0.24 0.94
3 IF age norace>=32 AND priors count norace<=1 AND c charge desc==Driving Under The Influence THEN score text=Low 0.06 0.95
4 IF priors count norace<=1 AND age norace>=53 AND race norace==African-American THEN score text=Low 0.00 0.94
5 IF priors count norace<=1 AND age norace>=47 AND age cat norace==Less than 25 THEN score text=Low 0.00 0.93
6 IF c charge desc norace==Battery AND priors count norace<=1 AND race==Hispanic THEN score text=Low 0.24 0.91
7 IF priors count norace<=1 AND c charge desc norace==Battery AND age cat==Greater than 45 THEN score text=Low 0.01 0.91
8 IF c charge desc norace==Battery AND priors count norace<=1 AND age norace>=42 THEN score text=Low 0.00 0.90
9 IF priors count>=14.0 AND juv misd count norace>=2 AND race norace==African-American THEN score text=High 0.06 0.82
10 IF priors count norace<=1 AND age norace>=42 AND sex norace==Female THEN score text=Low 0.00 0.89
11 IF priors count norace<=1 AND race!=African-American AND age cat norace==Greater than 45 THEN score text=Low 0.24 0.91
12 IF priors count norace<=1 AND age norace>=26 AND race==Hispanic THEN score text=Low 0.24 0.90
13 IF priors count norace>=4 AND priors count norace>=8 AND age norace<=32 THEN score text=High 0.00 0.78
14 IF priors count norace<=1 AND race!=African-American AND age cat norace==Greater than 45 THEN score text=Low 0.24 0.91
15 IF age norace>=26 AND priors count<=2.0 AND c charge desc norace==Felony Battery (Dom Strang) THEN score text=Low 0.06 0.88
16 IF race norace==African-American AND age norace<=26 AND juv fel count>=1.0 THEN score text=High 0.45 0.72
17 IF priors count<=2.0 AND age norace>=37 AND race norace==African-American THEN score text=Low 0.06 0.88
18 IF priors count norace<=4 AND age norace>=32 AND age norace>=53 THEN score text=Low 0.00 0.89
19 IF juv misd count norace>=2 AND priors count>=9.0 AND race!=Caucasian THEN score text=High 0.30 0.85
20 IF priors count>=12.0 AND race!=Caucasian AND age cat norace!=Greater than 45 THEN score text=High 0.30 0.77
21 IF priors count norace<=1 AND age norace>=47 AND age cat norace==Greater than 45 THEN score text=Low 0.00 0.89
22 IF priors count norace<=1 AND age norace>=37 AND age cat norace!=Less than 25 THEN score text=Low 0.00 0.83
23 IF c charge desc norace!=arrest case no charge AND juv misd count norace>=2 AND age norace<=20 THEN score text=High 0.00 0.71

24
IF priors count norace<=4 AND c charge desc norace!=Possession of Cocaine AND age cat==Greater than 45 THEN

score text=Low
0.01 0.83

25 IF priors count norace<=1 AND sex==Female AND age cat norace==Greater than 45 THEN score text=Low 0.01 0.79
26 IF age cat norace==Less than 25 AND age norace<=32 AND sex norace==Female THEN score text=Medium 0.00 0.49
27 IF priors count<=4.0 AND c charge desc norace==Battery AND age cat norace==Greater than 45 THEN score text=Low 0.06 0.82
28 IF priors count norace<=1 AND age norace>=20 AND race==Other THEN score text=Low 0.24 0.85
29 IF priors count norace<=1 AND race norace==African-American AND age cat norace==Greater than 45 THEN score text=Low 0.00 0.76
30 IF c charge desc norace!=Battery AND age norace>=20 AND age norace>=53 THEN score text=Medium 0.00 0.15

31
IF c charge desc norace!=Felony Battery (Dom Strang) AND age norace>=32 AND c charge degree norace!=M THEN

score text=Medium
0.00 0.22

32 IF juv misd count norace>=2 AND priors count norace>=1 AND sex norace!=Female THEN score text=High 0.00 0.81

33
IF juv other count norace<=1 AND c charge desc norace==DUI Property Damage/Injury AND sex norace!=Female THEN

score text=Low
0.00 0.81

34 IF priors count norace<=1 AND race==Caucasian AND sex norace!=Female THEN score text=Low 0.24 0.73
35 IF priors count norace>=8 AND age norace<=32 AND race==African-American THEN score text=High 0.24 0.84
36 IF priors count norace>=8 AND c charge degree norace!=F AND age cat norace==Greater than 45 THEN score text=Medium 0.00 0.43
37 IF c charge desc norace!=arrest case no charge AND race==Hispanic AND priors count norace<=1 THEN score text=Low 0.24 0.81
38 IF race norace==African-American AND age norace>=20 AND c charge degree norace==F THEN score text=Medium 0.00 0.28
39 IF c charge desc norace!=Grand Theft in the 3rd Degree AND age norace>=67 AND age<=53.0 THEN score text=High 0.37 0.50
40 IF priors count norace<=1 AND age norace>=20 AND sex norace==Female THEN score text=Medium 0.00 0.29
41 IF priors count norace<=1 AND age norace>=32 AND race==Caucasian THEN score text=Low 0.24 0.85
42 IF c charge desc==Battery AND age cat norace!=Less than 25 THEN score text=Low 0.06 0.76
43 IF age norace<=37 AND race norace==African-American AND priors count norace>=8 THEN score text=High 0.00 0.73
44 IF race norace==African-American AND c charge desc norace!=Battery AND sex norace!=Male THEN score text=Medium 0.00 0.31
45 IF age norace<=32 AND race!=Other AND priors count norace>=8 THEN score text=High 0.24 0.79
46 IF age norace>=26 AND age norace>=32 AND age cat norace==25 - 45 THEN score text=Medium 0.00 0.22
47 IF priors count norace<=1 AND age norace>=32 AND age cat norace!=25 - 45 THEN score text=Low 0.00 0.84

48
IF race norace==African-American AND c charge desc norace!=Possession of Cocaine AND age cat norace==Less than 25

THEN score text=Medium
0.00 0.34

49 IF c charge desc norace!=Possession of Cocaine AND priors count<=2.0 AND age norace>=20 THEN score text=Low 0.06 0.68
50 IF c charge desc norace!=Battery AND priors count norace>=8 AND age cat norace!=Greater than 45 THEN score text=High 0.00 0.69

51
IF c charge desc norace!=Possession of Cocaine AND c charge desc norace!=arrest case no charge AND age norace<=20 THEN

score text=Low
0.00 0.37

52
IF priors count norace<=4 AND c charge desc norace!=Grand Theft in the 3rd Degree AND c charge degree norace==F THEN

score text=Medium
0.00 0.28

53 IF TRUE THEN score text=Low 0.00 0.55

Table 12: “Best expanded rule list” with respect to Race for the ProPublica COMPAS
Data
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Propublica COMPAS Data To check if the success of our results held for non-
synthetic data, we tested our method on the Propublica COMPAS data. From the best
expanded rule list for the data listed in Table 12, we extracted the following contexts
of discrimination with respect to Race:

score-text=low

race!=African-American
race==Other
c charge desc==Driving Under The Influence
race==Hispanic
age cat==Greater than 45
priors count<= 4
sex==Female
race==Caucasian

and,

score-text=high

priors count>=14
juv fel count>=1.0
priors count>=9 AND race!=Caucasian
race=African-American
age<=53
race!=Other

That is, after obscuring the data with respect to Race, our method identifies any
race other than African-American, particularly Caucasians and Hispanics, females,
and individuals over 45 years of age as favored groups for being classified as low risk
for recidivism. It also identifies any individual with 4 or less priors or with a DUI
charge as favored for being classified as low risk by the COMPAS prediction tool.
Conversely, our method identifies African-Americans, non-Caucasians with 9 or more
priors, individuals under 53 years of age, and individuals with more than 14 priors or
more than one juvenile felony count as being disproportionately classified as high risk.
We can interpret the features juvenile felony count and priors count to be the proxy
features for the indirect discrimination of African Americans.

When trying to understand these results, it is important to note that we are pre-
dicting COMPAS risk scores on different inputs than the COMPAS model uses; i.e.
we are using the data gathered and put together by Propublica that maps individuals
to their COMPAS score. Our model has a 0.64 accuracy rate. So even though we are
trying to discover contexts of discrimination within the COMPAS model, our results
are limited to how well our model simulates the COMPAS model.

While the results from Propublica are for a slightly different problem than ours, i.e
how discrimination can be found in the misclassification rate of the COMPAS data,
our findings validate their analysis that African Americans, particularly men, are much
more likely to be classified as high risk, than Causasian people are.

Analysis Overall, we can consider this method to be successful in discovering con-
texts of discrimination. The CN2 algorithm has been shown to be capable of producing
potential contexts of discrimination and our scoring and expansion methods have been
successful in narrowing down these potentially discriminatory candidates into groups
of complexes that actually describe contexts of discrimination.
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5.5 Conclusion and Future Work

We have reduced the problem of discovering contexts of discrimination into three parts:
(1) using the CN2 algorithm to generate conjunctions of complexes that potentially
describe contexts of discrimination, (2) using the influence scores from the GFA algo-
rithm to quantify the discrimination potential of each conjunction, and (3) using rule
expansion to reveal conjunctions of features that actually describe contexts of discrimi-
nation. From our experiments, we concluded that our three-step rule learning approach
is successful in unveiling contexts of discrimination in a dataset. More importantly, our
process for detecting contexts of discrimination is interpretable. From start to finish,
it is clear how rules are created, how they are scored, and how they are flagged as
discriminatory. This is important because decisions that affect people or have social
impact should be human-understandable.

Our discrimination detection model does still have the challenge of being able to
detect all cases of intersectionality. For future work, instead of using the GFA to
audit by single features at a time, we can obscure the data with respect to the joint
distribution of two or more protected features. This will allow the GFA to capture
influence that might not exist when considering any feature alone, but instead only
when certain features are considered together. This may actually then also produce
more accurate contexts of discrimination for that case.
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